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Mineta Transportation Institute Report:
Tribal Corridor Management Planning
Guide shows how to create aesthetic and cultural enrichment for state highways on Native lands.
San Jose, Calif., July 7, 2011 – The Mineta Transportation Institute (MTI) has released a report
that presents a guide to tribal corridor management planning (TCMP) and a model for the
segment of California State Route 96 that lies within the boundaries of the Hoopa Valley Indian
Reservation in eastern Humboldt County. Tribal Corridor Management Planning: Model, Case
Study, and Guide for Caltrans District 1was authored by Joy K. Adams, PhD and Mary Scoggin,
PhD. The report can provide insight for any efforts to enhance a sense of place within
transportation byways, particularly in Native communities. A free download is available at
www.transweb.sjsu.edu/project/2604.html
The guide was created because California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) District 1
personnel and members of the North Coast Tribal Transportation Commission propose to develop
interpretive “tribal transportation corridors” along stretches of state highways that cross tribal
lands in Northern California.
This study’s authors conclude that whenever Caltrans District 1 staff and tribal governments
understand and communicate difficulties and shared common goals for highway operations,
progress has been significant despite major geographic and administrative challenges. The report
recommends that Caltrans and the tribes seek early and frequent communication and
collaboration to overcome these obstacles. Further, the authors identify several examples of nonstandard design elements that could be incorporated into highway improvements to enhance local
sense of place among residents and travelers.
“It is important to include elements such as tribal symbols, information kiosks, native plantings,
bilingual signage, and other features along state highways so travelers can enjoy a greater sense
of place when traveling through tribal lands,” Dr. Adams noted. “They also can increase their
awareness and appreciation for the history, culture, and vitality of these communities.”
The study’s approach is unique because it emphasizes creative solutions that concurrently address
multiple concerns – for example, communication strategies that bring Caltrans and tribal
organizations into planning activities, or safety infrastructure designed to enhance interpretative
opportunities as well as the beauty of the roadway.
The guide also outlines transportation needs such as traffic calming, safety enhancement
measures, aesthetic treatments, and strategies for reducing vandalism and maintenance.
Dr. Scoggin said, “This Hoopa Valley case study was created as a pilot project for future tribal
corridor management plans throughout Caltrans District 1. It is one element within a larger goal
to create coordinated and holistic corridor management in tribal territories – specifically
involving interpretation, design, and context-sensitive solutions.”

The project team included members of the Hoopa Valley Tribe and other local tribes, community
residents and stakeholders, MTI research associates, staff from Caltrans District 1, and
representatives of other local transportation agencies.
Multidisciplinary methods were employed in this project, including content analysis of existing
corridor management plans; literature review to identify best practices; participant observation;
interviews with local stakeholders; focus group interviews with Caltrans personnel; and landscape
analysis.
The final report is available for free download from the Mineta Transportation Institute at
www.transweb.sjsu.edu/project/2604.html
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